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On an extinct Hartebeeste fi'om Egypt. 335 

Horns : length 16 ; basal girth 9. 
Hab. Western Uganda. 
Type. Adult male (skin and skull). B.M. no. 5. 4. 3. 2"2. 

From S.W. Ankole, Uganda. Collected and presented by 
Colonel Delmd-Radcliffe. 

This is the largest known race of the Korrigum. There 
is a series of eleven specimens of this subspecies in the B.M. 
Collection, chiefly from the Nyonki Nile and from S.W. 
Ankole, and all are remarkably uniform in type. 

Damaliscus korrigum eurus, subsp, n. 

Golour maroon, changing to bright reddish bay in posterior 
dorsal region. Legs and body-markings as in u.qandve. 
Facial blaze blue-black, with an unbroken band of similar 
eolour extending from the blaze under the eyes to below the 
ears. 

Skull as in u.qan&e. 
Measurements in inches : -  
Condyle-basal length 15"13 ; occiput to nasals 6"15 ; orbit 

to gnathion 10"15 ; nasals 7"13 ; palatal length 8"15 ; supra- 
orbital width 6 ; width at masseteric knobs 3"8 ; width of 
muzzle above first premolars 2"9 ; upper dental series 3"13. 

Tlab. Ussangu, German East Africa. 
Type. Adult male (skin and skull). B.M. no. 5. 2. 2. 18. 

From tile plains of the Upper Ruaha River. Collected and 
presented by Sir Alfred Sharpe. 

The rat~ge of the Korrigum is interrupted by the barrier 
of tile Tanganyika Plateau, and this is its most southern race. 
In the Zambesi basin it is replaced by the Sassaby (Dama- 
liscus lunatus), a species to which it is closely related. 

XXXV. - -An  extinct Hartebeeste from .Egypt. 
By GILBERT BLAINE. 

.Bubalis bubaslis, sp. n. 
An extinct hartebeeste, of ~hich skulls have been found 

in ancient Egyptian tomb-pits, together with those of domestic 
animals. 

Skull showii~g affinities both to ~etwel and ~najor, but 
differing from them in the greater prominence of the supra- 
orbital ridges and in the peculiar development of the cranial 
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336 On an Extinct Hartebeeste from Ej~dpt. 

region. Horn-pediele narrow, with bulging frontal surface 
as in major (that of lelwel being flat), the frontal bones 
curving laterally outwards to form a wide supraorbital ridge. 
Cranial region long, its main axis forming a right angle 
with the frontal plane, dithering from both lelwet and major, 
in which the angle is obtuse. Surface of basisphenoid and 
basioeeipital very eouvex, as in major, with prominent bony 
processes at their junction. 

Horns like caama in their general aspect, differing from 
major" and resembling lelwel in the greater length from base 
to tile angle, fi'om which the end of the horn is reversed. 
Viewed from in fi'ont they diverge evenly outwards for the 
basal two-thirds of their length, then rather sharply inwards 
as far as the upper angle. The ends are bent backwards at 
a right angle and inwards, so that tlie tips converge. The 
space inclosed is thus ~-shaped, not U-shaped as in major 
or V-shaped as in lelwel. Viewed laterally they show a very 
slightly concave curve from the base to the upper angle, 
where they turn abruptly backwards at a right angle, and 
are behind the frontal plane of the skull. In both lelwel and 
major the horns at the upper angle are in advance of the 
frontal plane. 

Hab. Egypt. 
T qpe. Adult imperfect skull, male. B.bI. no. 0 .6 .~ .1 ,  

from Abadiyeh, near Kena, Egypt. Presented by the 
Egypt Research Fund. 

Comparative measurements of upper portion of skulls of 
Bubalis bubasNs~ lelwel, and major in inches : - -  

bubastis, lelwel, major. 
Length of horn-pediele from 

crown to nasals . . . . . . . . . .  7"11 7"6 8'8 
Width just below horns . . . .  4"6 5 5'5 
Central width . . . . . . . . . . . .  4"2 4"8 4"8 
Supraorbital width . . . . . . . .  5'14 5"5 5"9 

There are in the B.M. collection the upper portion of three 
imperfeet~ skulls, with horns, of this hartebeeste, two from 
tile Fayum and one from Abadiyeh in Upper Egypt, ~b- 
tained through the agency of Professor Flinders Petrie. 

They are all three so uniform in character, and differ so 
markedly fi'om both lelwel and major (including busela2ahus.), 
as to deserve specific title. 

Mr. Oldfield Thomas has written the following note on 
the back of the label of the type-specimen : " From a tomb- 
pit of tile VI. (3000 B.C.) dynasty, re-used in tile XVIII .  
(1500 B.C.), with other skulls of oxe% goats, dogs:, &e." 

A visit to tile British l~Iuseum at Bloomsbury was only 
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On Connoclmetes taurinus eooksoni, subsp, n. 337 

productive of negative information with regard to the harte- 
beeste skulls found in the tomb-pits. Professor Budge 
told me that no dates with reference to the period at which 
these antelopes existed can be relied upon, as the pits were 
frequently re-opened. They may have been indigenous to 
Egypt, or brought up alive from the Sudan and sacrificed at 
the tombs. No dt'awings are extant which can be identified 
with this hartebeeste in partleular, although there are 
several representing antelopes in different forms. 

XXXVI.--Connochcetes taurinus cooksoni, subsp, n. 
By GILBERT BLAI~rE. 

]:~ESEMBLING johnstoni, but without the white chevron across 
the face. 

Colour on sides of ikce, neck~ shoulders, and flanks ash- 
grey tinged with rufous, the rufous tinge becoming more 
apparent inferiorly, viz., on sides of face, throat, chest, and 
lower parts of shoulders. Posterior back, rump, quarters, 
and tail greyish rufous. Belly rufous. Inside of thighs 
pale ochraceous. Legs pale ochraceous brown. Neck and 
flanks with usual briadled markings. Face, chin, dorsal 
and throat manes black. A black spot on knees and black 
between forks of l:oofs. Tail with large black tuft, and 
edged laterally with black fringe from root to near tip. 

Hub. The Loangwa Valley, N.E. Rhodesia. 
Type. Adult skin, male. B.M. no. 6 .5.2.2,  from the 

Loangwa River (E. bank). Collected and presented by 
I-I. Cookson, Esq. 

This race is nearest to johnstoni, from which it differs in 
being generally lighter and greyer (johnston¢ being darker 
and browner), and in having no trace of the white chew'on 
across the face below the eyes. 

Taurinus is much darker, the general colour being dark 
greyish brown, which does not change on the sides of face 
and neck, but only on posterior back and rump, where it is 
less grey. The legs in tourinus are deep seal-browa. 

The skins of the gnus from the Loangwa valley in the 
B.M. collection are larger than those of taurinus, and the 
hoofs also appear to be larg.er. Ux~fortunately there are no 
skulls to compare with taumnus. 
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